Ramsey County Parks and Rec Dept. Receives NGF Achievement Award

Ramsey County Parks and Recreation Dept. is among the 108 golf facilities and municipalities that will be receiving the National Golf Foundations’s Public Golf Achievement Award for 1992.

Golf's growth in popularity over the past years has created new challenges and opportunities for public facility operators while meeting increased demand, developing new golfers and maintaining the enjoyment of the game for all. The programs submitted this year were said to be “particularly excellent,” reflecting the fact that these challenges are being met by facilities all across the nation.

This year’s submissions also demonstrate the great pride owners and operators are taking in their course operations, and the NGF says it is proud to recognize these accomplishments.

Gandy Sweep Master® brushes in turf-building materials faster, so tees, fairways and greens get back in play sooner. Its aggressive double-diamond design hugs contours with less chatter. Also makes a clean sweep of athletic fields, sand areas, and paths. Available with hydraulic, three-point, or manual hitch/lift options. Sweep Master is simply a better way to brush.

Gandy
528 Gandrud Road, Owatonna, MN 55060

Golf Course Accessories

Ballwashers • Detergent • Mounting Pipes & Bases • Tee Signs • Spike Brushes • Hole Cutters • Flag Poles • Flags • Cups • Rakes • Benches • Tee Markers • Practice Greens Markers • Whipping Poles • Course Signage • And More.

Requested by players. Preferred by course professionals. Specified by designers and used with pride wherever golf is played.

Call your Par Aide dealer today for our FREE CATALOG, or call us at 612/779-9851 for the name of the dealer nearest you.
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